Annual General Meeting 31 January 2016
Notes on the occasional address given by Leon Schneider
Israel Matters: An Examination of Contemporary Israeli Society
Leon Schneider was born in and grew up in Perth. Upon finishing school, he went on a Habonim Dror Shnat
program to Israel, where he kindled his yearning for Zionist education and Jewish culture. As a Madrich in
Habonim Australia for 5 years, he held positions on both the Perth and federal executives. After graduating
with a degree in mass communications from Curtin University in 2003, Leon made Aliya in early 2004, and
has worked as a youth program co-ordinator and a teacher of English and History in his 10 years in Israel.

About 45 members and guests gathered in the Maccabi Hall at 3pm on Sunday January 31. The
ordinary business of the AGM concluded, Leon Schneider introduced himself as Perth-born, one in
the first cohort of Carmel School, who went to university here in Perth. Having travelled to Israel
after finishing secondary school, he fell in love with it, and returned to live there — later
experiencing what it means to be someone who lives in a new place, but doesn’t know all the
things he needs to know — in short, a stranger! He described himself becoming, as a 22–23 year
old, a Shaliach (meaning to be ‘sent’, i.e. an ‘emissary’) this being the only Jewish leadership role
besides a Rabbi.
To explore the topic of ‘Israel matters,’ Leon would focus on two aspects: the good stuff, and the
difficult stuff!
The Good stuff
Israel, Leon observed, is at the forefront of technological and medical research. In medical
developments, headway has been made towards finding a cure for Alzheimer’s disease — a cancer
treatment is being used to fight its progress. In technology, Israel has developed streetlights to
have a secondary purpose, as vehicles for recording information, e.g., such as traffic congestion,
pollution, and climate change. Also, there is Israel’s ongoing search for gas — there has been a
discovery of another potentially huge seam. Finally, there is the event of Israeli field hospitals set
up where crises occur (e.g., following Nepal’s earthquakes; disasters in Haiti, in Japan), before
others arrive.
The Bad stuff
At present we have a fad of violence in the form of lone stabbers. This is alarming because of its
frequency and motive. It is a form of guerrilla warfare where the event is both unexpected and
carried out by unlikely persons (a child or an elderly person). A high number of these are occurring
in East Jerusalem where many persons have no citizenship. Its effect is to alter persons’ daily
habits, such as which side of the street to walk on. Persons now face the oncoming traffic rather
than walk with it, and think twice about whether to wear kippot.
Years ago it was anticipated, and so assumed, that Israel would now (during this time) be simply
furthering and implementing the Oslo Peace treaty. Netanyahu and Hamas both rejected the aims
of this treaty. Twenty years on, looking back — no peace was experienced and, because of this, is
no longer expected. In the present time, the French proposal for the International Middle East

Peace process is felt by Israel as threatening because it intends to unanimously recognise a
Palestinian State if talks fail. The Israeli government and Hamas have both rejected the proposal,
calling it irrelevant.
This reflects the conflictual approach to governing, such as by the PLO, expressed in Arafat who in
essence was a fighter due to his training. We need more moderate, peace-seeking — constructive
— leaders. The Bereaved Parents Circle was mentioned. This group comprises Palestinian and
Israeli parents who have all suffered the loss of a family member, and who work together towards
reconciliation. They do not seek new members, as who would wish such loss upon themselves?
The cycle of violence needs to be broken.
Parameters of security
Concerning the figure American president Barak Obama, Jews either love or hate him! However,
soon this will be a moot issue as he will be replaced. What do we see in the new debate? Much is
represented in the competition between Trump and Ted Cruz; they will be unusual
representatives for Middle East concerns. This represents a Jewish uncertainty.
There were also unpredictable changes in terms of allies and enemies amongst Israel’s neighbours.
Israel leases farmland in the Aravah from Jordan but this arrangement is a source of tension in
Jordan. Iraq, once a friend, now no longer is. Egypt, once enemy, now is friend. Israel tries to
maintain true democracy, but as the saying goes: ‘the first casualty of war is the truth’. Consider
the left wing paper Haaretz. Here there is considerable opinion and talk-back, surprisingly diverse
— whatever opinion might be had is expressed. With too many opinions and argument, the
newspaper was threatened with closure. The loss of publishing of freely-expressed opinion
impacts democracy. There is also the problem of powerful and prolific NGOs adding their voice —
the problem being ‘Who do they represent?’ and raising the question: ‘Should they disclose their
interest, and the origin of their funds?’
A group called Tag Machir (meaning ‘price-tag’) represents young zealous religious Jews, settlers
who perpetrate violent, intimidating acts against Christians, Muslims, and such. In the West Bank
(often described as the ‘Wild West’), the ‘settlers’ are meant to be regulated under the police but
in real terms there is no effective policing here. Tag Meir, a counter-acting group, sees itself as
fixing things. It fosters and promotes co-existence in Israel amongst different peoples and
religions, and mends much of Tag Machir’s destructive work. They repaired the Christian cemetery
in Bet Jamal on December 22, 2015.
The Knesset (parliament) also has to deal with new right and left-wing NGOs who are funded by
foreign monies. For example, one group, Breaking the Silence (funded by Swiss, German, Dutch,
and French governments), is causing a lot of controversy by telling the world what’s going on; is
this appropriate, or is such exposure perhaps akin to ‘airing dirty laundry’? These ultimately
represent leftist groups who are critical of the present government.
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Lahavah, a vigilante group, are against assimilation in Israel. They are against Jewish–Christian
relationships, casting them in a negative light. Such groups encourage a racism that incites
violence and actively causes trouble and unrest; e.g. the statement by the group’s chairman,
Bentzi Gopstein: ‘Christmas has no place in the holy land. Let us remove these vampires before
they once again drink our blood.’). This is not acceptable.
Another group, Im Tirtzu, has borrowed the catchphrase ‘If you will it, it’s no legend,’ from
Theodor Herzl, a pioneer of Zionism, and turned it on its head. Using the word schtulim, meaning
‘moles’, i.e. ‘spies’, they fight against leaders of the left-wing NGOs and against some major
cultural artists and leaders in Israel — Amos Oz (B’Tzelem), David Grossman, Gla Almagor
(B’Tzelem), Yehoshua Sobol (Yesh Din), Sha’anan Street (NIF). Here we have a new trend of
McCarthyism — not a healthy Zionism. These two examples demonstrate the kind of activity that
leads to marginalisation and the destruction of democracy.
Education
Leon referred to education as a matter close to his heart, and described the school in Israel that he
was instrumental in setting up. It drew together young people who failed to succeed at other
educational institutions. Rather than abandoning young people who could not succeed in
mainstream systems, he provided an alternative educational method: one that was noncompetitive, collaborative, where one’s performance and success was inherent (rather than
measured against another, where you were better only by virtue of someone else being ‘less’ than
you). While still fulfilling basic education standards, a lot of marks were obtained for contributing
to the community by volunteering. His project allowed young persons to enter the Israeli Army.
There were forces to contend with in education. Shai Peron (Education Minister), proposed
changes in education with the aim to combat racism — to improve toleration of Arab people.
Something that undermined inter-racial tolerance, Leon observed, was the criticism of a school
textbook. Geder Haya [Borderlife], by Dorit Rabinyan, a constructive book with respect to interracial tolerance (about an interreligious relationship between an Israeli Jewish woman from Tel
Aviv and a Palestinian man living in New York) was banned from the curriculum. Other books have
been listed for removal from the recommended list. (Previous books on the curriculum treating
mixed marriages include authors Shai Agnon, Haim Bialik and Isaac Bashevis Singer.) Criticism of
Geder Haya produced the subtle and insidious effects of intolerance. Also, statements in new
Israeli civic textbooks have the potential to cause further unrest: e.g., naming Israeli Arabs as the
greatest cause of the current wave of terror. Such untruths threaten democracy. Israel’s
government is at present addressing this. For a government, any government, to be proclaimed as
good, it shouldn’t simply be deemed good in comparison to others; it must be good.
Finally, Israel has to contend with its changing demographic. With the entry of seven and a half
thousand Jews from France (French olim) making Aliya (‘going up’ to Israel), beside the six and a
half thousand from Ukraine, and five thousand from Russia, the composition and culture of Israeli
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Jews will inevitably change. We should anticipate this rather than deny it. We should be thinking:
‘how will they be absorbed into a new place?’
Questions
The Reverend Marie Wilson opened the floor for questions to the speaker, upon which members
expressed gratitude for Leon Schneider’s informed, articulate, and even discussion on the topic. A
vote of thanks was offered by Dr Judith Schneider, and kosher refreshments were enjoyed by all.
Judith Schneider
Vice-Chairperson, CCJWA
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